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Abstract
Introduction: The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2) has created a global concern for public health. Having sufficient data is the first step
to understand the behavior of contagious diseases such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Although
various studies have assessed COVID-19 features, there are many limitations about patients’
characteristics, complications, and outcomes in different countries including Iran. The present
study reported launching an electronic database for COVID-19 patients in Fars province, Iran.
Method: A comprehensive web-based multicenter registry was designed and launched by Shiraz
University of Medical Sciences in order to collect all information about COVID-19 hospitalized
patients in Fars province, Iran.
Results: In this registry, patients’ demographic characteristics, chest computed tomography scan
findings, laboratory tests, complications during hospitalization, treatments, and disease course
in Intensive Care units are recorded on a web-based electronic database. The virtual statues of
the patient’s family are evaluated by telephone calls, and the proceeding will be implemented
for quarantine and hospitalization if required.
Conclusion: The registry is hoped to help all scientists to understand the current challenges and
be prepared for possible future waves of the epidemic. Finally, this registry is a resource for all
researchers who are interested in coronavirus and plays an important role in supporting the
scientific community on the frontlines of combating the virus.
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Introduction
According to previous reports from the
World Health Organization (WHO),
respiratory diseases have represented
serious problems for public health over
the last twenty years. In December
2019, several cases of pneumonia with
unknown etiology were detected in
Wuhan, China. Investigations showed
that this illness was related to coronavirus
family (Coronavaride) thus it was named
COVID-19 by the WHO.1, 2 This new
coronavirus created a big challenge all over
the world since it was very contagious and

rapidly-spreading. By the emerging severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) as a respiratory disease, the
outbreak was defined as a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern by the
WHO and became a pandemic.3,4 One of
the most important problems related to this
disease is the prolonged incubation period
which makes the prediction complicated.
Based on different reports, the incubation
period seems to be within 5-14 days
following exposures thus asymptomatic
cases impress all predictions and decisions.5
By increasing the number of patients all
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over the world, the most effective initial managements
are infection control measures which are defined as social
distancing and immediate isolation of infected patients.6
Exact information about infected individuals,
symptoms, and specific characteristics is required in
order to clarify the uncertainties and ambiguities of this
respiratory syndrome. Thus, a comprehensive database
about patients with COVID-19 help specialists and
health policymakers to reduce the transmission rate and
mortality.7 Despite health authorities’ efforts, Iran was
not an exception to this outbreak. So far (8 April 2020),
there has been no specific treatment for COVID-19. To
have better management in the prevention, treatment,
and diagnosis of patients, it is of utmost importance to
conduct high-quality research on COVID-19. Hence, the
present study aimed to establish an electronic registration
system for suspected and confirmed individuals with
COVID-19 at Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Iran.
Materials and Methods
tudy Design and Settings
From the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak in Fars
province, a comprehensive form was designed based on
the recommended WHO checklist.8 All suspected and
confirmed individuals with COVID-19 will be followed
during hospitalization and one month afterward.
Moreover, family members are screened and hospitalized
if required. The current registry is designed in compliance
with standard STORBE (Strengthening the Reporting of
Observational Studies in Epidemiology) guidelines, along
with the Declaration of Helsinki principles.9,10 It should be
noted that this registry is approved by Shiraz University
of Medical Sciences under the ethical code of IR.SUMS.
REC.1399.022
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Initial information was recorded for individuals with
COVID-19 symptoms (i.e., fever, cough, and dyspnea)
who referred to different centers in Fars province, Iran.
To confirm the disease, the chest computed tomography
(CT) scan and real-time polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR) test were performed for all patients. On the other
hand, individuals were excluded from the registry if they
were not satisfied with information recording and the
follow-up.
Bias and Quality Assurance
As it is known, SARS-CoV-2 is a new infection and the
disease has an unknown nature thus treatment protocols
and guidelines may change during the study. Hence, a
committee consisting of specialists in all aspects of this
multi-factorial disease is meticulously monitoring data
collection procedures. Table 1 provides information about
the quality control team and the involved specialists.
34

Table 1. Members of the COVID-19 Crisis Committee of Shiraz University
of Medical Sciences
Name

Affiliation

Akbari, Ali

Anesthesiologist/MD

Emami, Amir

Microbiologist/Ph.D.

Fadakar, Nima

Neurologist/MD

Falahati, Farshad

Treatment Management/MD

Ghasemi, Younes

Pharmaceutical Biotechnologist/MD

Hashemi Zadeh Fard Haghighi, Leila Nurse/Bachelor
Heidari, Mohammad Reza

Pharmacology/ PhD

Javanmardi, Fatemeh

Biostatistician/M.Sc

Keshavarzi, Abdolkhalegh

Surgeon/ MD

Kojuri, Javad

Cardiologist/MD

Lotfi, Mehrzad

Radiologist/MD

Mansouri, AliReza

Treatment Management/MD

Moghadami, Mohsen

Infectious Disease Specialist/MD

Rezaei, Tahereh

Nurse/M.Sc.

Sharifi, Mehrdad

Emergency Medicine Specialist/MD

Shirazi Yeganeh, Babak

Pathologist/MD

Note. In an alphabetical order/all members are affiliated with Shiraz
University of Medical Sciences.

Results
Measures and Outcomes
After initial information gathering, chest CT scan findings,
laboratory tests, and complications during hospitalization,
treatments, and the intensive care unit course were
recorded on a web-based electronic database (ardr.sums.
ac.ir). Then, the virtual statues of the patient’s family
were evaluated by telephone calls, and the proceedings
are implemented for quarantine and hospitalization if
necessary. Figure 1 displays the diagnostic algorithm for
people with respiratory symptoms. In addition, flow charts
for assessing the COVID-19 risk in pregnant women and
neonates are provided in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
Further investigations are performed for inpatients
during the hospital stay. Table 2 presents related
investigations for COVID-19 patients.
Discussion
Since COVID-19 spread across the world, public health
has been confronted by a serious crisis. According to
clinical manifestations, the severity of the symptoms of
this respiratory infection ranges from a common cold-like
illness to a severe viral pneumonia that may cause death.12
The greatest risk of COVID-19 is rapid transmission
communities. To date (8 April 2020), COVID-19 has
affected 209 countries and territories with 1,491,785
confirmed cases. In Iran, total cases and total death are
64 586, and 3993, respectively (8 April 2020).13 According
to different works of literature, most victims are
susceptible individuals thus special attention is needed for
elderly people, medical staff, immunosuppressed patients,
pregnant women, and those with other underlying
diseases.14
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Fever*, Cough, Dyspnea, Myalgia

Check for RR
and SpO2

RR>24 or
SpO2<93%

RR≤24 and
SpO2≥93%

Transfer to CoVID emergency unit
Initial resuscitation measures
Primary investigations
Chest CT scan
Infectious disease / General internal medicine
specialist consultation

High risk group**

Low risk group

Chest CT/ CXR
scan

Rest at home
Patients Education

Abnormal

Normal

qRT-PCR

Rest at home
Patients education
Outpatient medical therapy

Positive

Negative

Infectious disease /
General internal medicine
specialist consultation

Figure 1. Algorithm of Patient Care for Individuals Presented With Respiratory Symptoms (Iran Ministry of Health
and Medical Education, http://ird.behdasht.gov.ir)
Note. *Fever: Temperature ≥ 37.3°C and ≥37.7°C in the morning and evening, respectively; **High-risk groups:
Immunocompromised patients including those with malignancy, organ transplant, HIV, cardiovascular diseases,
diabetes, cirrhosis, and aged more than 50.

Does the woman either have known CoVID-19, or
symptoms of cough, fever of or above 37.8 degrees

No symptoms
So No further action
- usual care

Symptoms present

•Give the woman surgical (non FFP3) face mask and ask
to put on
• Accompany to designated isolation room or area for
initial assessment
• Use full PPE and infection control measures

Does the women have an emergency
obstetric issue, or is she in labour?

Emergency obstetric
issue/in labour

No Emergency
obstetric issue and
not in labour

• Alert designated local team, midwife co-ordinator,
obstetric consultant on call and neonatal team
• MW and Obstetric Dr review within 30 minutes

Yes

Does she require admission to
hospital?

No

• Advise to take own personal transport home immediately
and self-isolate for seven days, or attend the hospital’s
designated containment area for next action
• Rebook any appointment after seven days and send by post

•Discuss with local designated COVID-19 team
regarding best place of care
• Test woman for CoVID-19
• Treat as though confirmed case until results of
qRT-PCR available

Figure 2. Flow Chart for Assessing COVID19- Risk in Maternity Unit Attendees
Note. Adapted from Ortiz et al.11 PPE: Personal equipment protective; MW: Midwife.
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Baby born to mother with suspected or confirmed CoVID-19
(maternal COVID-19 is not itself an indication for nursery admission)

CoVID-19 test

• First test 12–24 hours after birth
o Consider second test 24 hours after first test
• Test if other clinical indications identified (e.g. becomes unwell)
• Collect nasopharyngeal and oropharangeal on a single swab

Identify

• If additional care is indicated (i.e. other than routine newborn care)
• If additional care is indicated, can it be provided while baby co-located
with mother

Risk minimization

• Advise mother about importance of risk minimization strategies

No

Nursery
admission
required?

Yes

Co-location with mother

Admit to nursery

• In isolation (if possible)
• Clinical surveillance with high index
of suspicion for sepsis
• Support maternal feeding choice
(including breastfeeding)
• Support risk minimisation during
usual mother-baby interactions
• Aim for prompt discharge to selfquarantine/isolation with
mother or another carer (if mother unwell)
• Delay routine follow-up until negative test returned

• Nurse in incubator
• In isolation (if possible)
• All usual clinical care as indicated
• Support maternal feeding choice

After care
Discharge
• Provide advice about:
o When to seek assistance
o Follow up and/or retesting
o Expected clinical course
Retesting for CoVID-19
• As clinically indicated (e.g. after
mother returns negative test, to
facilitate entry to general population,
or as recommended by infectious
diseases team)
• Clearance requires two consecutive
negative results, 24 hours apart

Figure 3. Neonates of Suspected or Confirmed COVID-19 Mothers.
Note. Adapted from https://www.health.qld.gov.au/qcg. Risk minimization strategies: 1. Hand hygiene before and after contact; 2. Cough or
sneeze into elbow; 3. Face mask during baby care; 4. Visitor restrictions; 5. Cleaning/sterilizing equipment and surfaces.
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Table 2. Complementary Investigations in Patients With COVID-19
All Patients
Complete blood count with differential
CRP
Serum creatinine
Liver function tests
Laboratory tests

Ferritin
Blood group
Myoglobin
Creatinine kinase
Na, K, Mg, and vitamin D
Density (i.e., ground-glass opacity, consolidative opacity, and mixed)
Internal characteristics of the lesion (i.e., crazy-paving and reversed halo sign)

Chest CT scan

Axial location and lobar location
Shape (i.e., patchy, round-nodular, and confluent)
Other findings (i.e., tree-in-bud opacities, predominantly nodular opacities, predominantly reticular opacities, cavitation, mediastina
lymphadenopathy, and pleural effusion)

ICU admitted patients
Laboratory tests

PT, PTT, INR
D-dimer

ICU course sheet

APACHE score, SOFA score
Types of oxygen therapy (i.e., reservoir bag, CPAP, NIV, and intubation)
Oxygen statues (i.e., SPO2, PAO2/FiO2, and PAO2 during and after intubation)
Lung dynamics (compliance and resistance)
Advanced hemodynamic parameters with USCOM
Complication and outcomes

If sepsis suspected
Arterial blood gas
Laboratory test

Procalcitonin
Blood culture

Note. CRP: C-reactive protein; Na: Sodium; K: Potassium; Mg: Magnesium; CT scan: Computed tomography scan; ICU: Intensive Care units; PT: Prothrombin
time; PTT: Partial thromboplastin time; INR: International normalized ratio; APACHE: Acute physiology and chronic health evaluation; SOFA: Sequential organ
failure assessment; CPAP: Continuous positive airway pressure; NIV: Non-invasive ventilation; USCOM: Ultrasonic cardiac output monitor; SPO2: Peripheral
oxygen saturation; PAO2/FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen/Fraction of inspiratory oxygen.

Although this new virus is from the same family of
SARS-CoV, various ambiguous points exist, and prior
recommendations are insufficient to confine the disease.
To block the routes of transmission, epidemiological
changes should be monitored carefully and further
studies are essential, especially since no one is assured of
SARS-CoV-2 immunity.15 Accordingly, a comprehensive
database is helpful to support medical researchers and
healthcare professionals in their efforts regarding better
understanding and combating the disease associated with
this novel coronavirus. In this manuscript introduced our
electronic web-based registry, which was designed and
launched by Shiraz University of Medical Sciences. In
this system, monitoring patients and frequently checking
back for additional content could be implemented with
detail. According to laboratory tests, we could also find a
cut-off to predict the disease in suspicious individuals.16 A
similar registry has been set up to support rapid evidence
synthesis in Europe and Tehran.17,18 It is hoped that this
valuable database provides extensive knowledge about
different aspects of this disease such as demographic
characteristics, comorbidities, laboratory findings, risk

factors, and the safety and efficacy of various treatments.
Conclusion
The current study provided a brief report about our
electronic registry system for patients with COVID-19
in Fars province, Iran. For those researchers who are
interested in the field and wish to follow the last updates
on SARS-CoV-2 in particular, this registry helps them
collect reliable and especially up-to-date information on
this issue.
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